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SPRAYWAY, INC. LAUNCHES SW-557 SALT OFF
Say Good-Bye to Stubborn Salt Stains on Carpets and Mats
Addison, Ill., March. 23, 2015 – Sprayway Inc., a leading specialty chemical solution provider
and aerosol manufacturer, is pleased to announce the launch of Sprayway SW-557 Salt Off to
its extensive line of automotive detail and maintenance products.
Sprayway SW-557 Salt Off is a high-quality, professional grade carpet and fabric cleaner that
quickly removes stubborn salt stains. Great for use in your vehicle or around the home, Salt
Off features a built-in brush cap for loosening salt from fabrics, and an inverted spray that
produces a penetrating foam. Using Salt Off is quick and easy. Simply remove loose dirt from
the area to be treated, hold can upside down and spray area until a thick foam develops. Let
stand for 5 to 10 minutes to allow the foam to loosen the salt stain. Use a clean rag or strong
vacuum and brush to remove residue and liquid from the treated area.
“After enduring the long winter months, we’re pleased to bring Salt Off to market just in time for
spring cleaning,” said Ed Hribar, Sprayway’s Vice President of Distribution Sales. “With a builtin brush to loosen salt from carpets and mats, Sprayway customers will be pleased to find that
SW-557 Salt Off is quick and easy to use.”
Maker of “The World’s Best Glass Cleaner,” Sprayway brand products are widely popular
among auto detail enthusiasts and maintenance professionals. Sprayway offers a complete
line of vehicle care products, including brake parts cleaner, undercoating, degreasers and
lubricants, as well as appearance products such as detail wax, tire shine, Blast-Out odor
eliminators and air fresheners.
About Sprayway
Established in 1947 and headquartered in Addison, Illinois, Sprayway manufactures complete
lines of aerosolized products for various industries, including automotive, furniture and
upholstery, glass trade, sewing trade, housekeeping, industrial, MRO, screen printing and
graphic arts. An industry leader in experience, expertise and innovation, Sprayway is part of
the PLZ Aeroscience family of companies - the largest custom aerosol packaging and
manufacturing group in North America. From adhesives and air care to lubricants and solvents,
Sprayway provides a wide-range of products to the industries that need and rely on them.
For information on Sprayway automotive and industrial maintenance products, visit
http://www.spraywayinc.com or call 630-628-3000.
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